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ABSTRACT
Present study focuses on the representation of women in contemporary art practices in India during last two decades. In
India, since early times women played a significant role in the society. She is defined in many roles as a homemaker,
nurturer, wife and mother and at times lover. The most famous Ajanta paintings have also the broadly depiction of
female, stressing on the fertility aspect in their ample curves. The trend is further elaborated in the Mauryan and
Buddhist period, wherein the depiction of women as the Yogini. In Khajuraho sculptures, women are shown as Apsaras
and Surasundaris engaged in various activities. Here female nudity regards as a potent fertility charm. In some of the
Mughal miniature paintings found rarely had some portraits of females. Rajsthani miniature painting artists also
depicted moods (bhawa) through female called Heroine (nayika). Raja Ravi Verma portrayed the divine aspect of women
in his paintings. Amrita Shergil, the most famous Indian women artist also painted feminist paintings. M.F. Hussain also
painted women as his favorite subjects. In this case, it is clear that the portrayal of women is cynosure. Indian artists
through the ages have mirrored the social status of women. But now women of India in 21st century face the lot of
struggle and the social status of women is change drastically. Now the women of India do see not only as a nurturer and
a mother but also in various prominent roles in society. In this study the researcher investigates that how contemporaries
define women in their paintings. The changing role of women in society can be seen in paintings. Full paper gives
detailed analytical study on the depiction of present age women in India.
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Ancient philosopher believed art had an ethical as well as aesthetic aim. It was expressed when Shivam or
mangalam (goddess) was closely linked with anandam and sundaram. In  this context one can easily
understood the association of feminism with indian art. Every ideal work of art satisfied two criteria:
nayanandakar: it is delighted the eye, and manoharam: it stole the heart. Art was meant to enrich both maker
and viewer, transporting them towards higher level of consciousness. The expert, according to Indian aesthetic
theories, had to be sharadhya with the artist. As the connoisseur connects with the work of  art, the art itself
leads the artist to the divine, the satchiananda (or thruth, consciousness bliss).

Representation of women in early times
Started with the ancient times when the earliest paintings were the rock paintings of Bhim Bhetka. They used
to depict their emotions by lines, and the subject matter of that period were the daily life. They depict human
figure through simple lines. These were merely naturalistic depictions of early man’s artistic representation of
his exploratory relationship with nature. Man’s evolution also saw a gradual sophistication in his art work.
After several millennia, for instance, in the seventh century AD, carved pillar of Ellora in Maharashtra
represent more detailed rock paintings with color, mostly red and orange, derived from minerals, and are the
precursors to the famous fresco of Ajanta caves. If someone is concern about the Ajanta Caves, the beauty and
the versatility of lines form and role of color and superb composition directly touches the mind. Here the
depiction of women is only seems to be a nurturer and a home maker. In Indian art history the women seems
to be an object which is directly related to the beauty. In India the earliest sculpture show the women as a
yogini (yogini represents both a female master practitioner of yoga) and as the Apsaras (an apsara is female
sprit of clouds and water, and the wife of gandharva according to Hindu and Jain mythology) in Indian
religions, Apsaras are beautiful supernatural female beings. They are youthful and elegant, and superb in the
art of dancing. The court musician of Indra. Basically the depiction of female in ancient times is al, about
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divine aspect and related with mythology and spirituality. After that when India faces the Muslim invasion the
art of India comes in miniature form and blooms with the Persian effects. That time the art restricted only to
the court of the kings and the subjects matter of that time was the court scenes the artist were hired to the court
only. This art of painting developed as a blending of Persian and Indian ideas. Manuscripts and the translation
of Indian texts were done during the time of Mughal kings. During Jahangir reign Mughal’s painting reached
its height. The art of portraiture, by its royal patron received special attention; accurate portrait was confined
to male noble and courtiers. During Akbar period mostly male countries were painted because females were
not allowed to appear in the open courts. Female become popular subject during Jahangir due to powerful
influence of Nur Jehan. She had very strong personality. Her creative abilities ranged from costumes
designing to hunting. The Muslim royal ladies had generally lived in separate quarter called ‘zenana’ or
Harem, apartments inaccessible to strangers. After the downfall of Mughal period the art of that time was
automatically vanished. These artist trained by Persian artist who produced painting in new distinctive style,
inspired by the royal and romantic lives of the Mughals. The particular miniature produced by Indian artist in
their own style is known as Rajput or Rajisthani miniature. During this time several schools of painting such
as Mewar, Bundi, Kotah, Marwar, Jaipur and Kishangarh were established. These paintings are done with
utmost care and in minute details, with strong lines and bold colors set in harmonious patterns. In Rajisthani
miniature paintings the depiction of women is found mostly in every painting. The subject matter of those
miniature paintings was the daily life hunting scene Radha and Krishna in various moods night scene and the
artist depicts the human moods or can say rasas through Nayak and nayikas in their paintings. Female
represent as a heroin in Rajisthani miniature paintings. The most famous art school of that period was
Kishangarh, famous for bani thani paintings. It is totally different style with highly exaggerated feature like
long neck, large almond shape eye and long fingers. It’s reached a peak in the 18th century during the rule of
raja Sancar Chand who falls in love with her slave and then the portrait of that slave is found in Kishangarh
miniature paintings.

Representation of women in 19th century
After that India survived from the arrival of the British raj and the Indian art come across the company trends
where the painting saw the emergence of an indo European genre of painting. It was only with the rise of
political consciousness that Indian art came into its own once again here the subject matter of the painting was
the daily life which attract the British. With increasing British political power in India various art schools
were open in metropolitan cities of madras, Calcutta, and Bombay after the mid-19th century to impart
training in western technique in a systematic manner. This was so called beginning of modern art in India. The
new emerged English educated class in India tended to measure to success by European standards. That is
why perhaps, Raja Ravi Verma was hailed as the Raphael of the east. A member of ruling family of Kerala, he
subscribed the ethos of his class. He glorified the nation. In word one cannot define the art of Raja Ravi
Verma. He drew heavily upon the characteristic of Sanskrit myth and drama like shakuntala and dushyant,
nala damayanti, sita and draupati. In a way, his work for the first time enabled the largely Hindu viewers to
identify with the human forms of those Gods and mythic characters that they had grown with. In his paintings
which are full of colors and royalty Verma portray the fair skinned, bejeweled and aristocratic women. He
simply beautifies the women through his painting. The school marked the end of the period of raja Ravi
Verma and yet art in India still did not expose the value of those art movements like impressionism and post
impressionism, symbolism which were sweeping the western world. Amrita Shergil was the first professional
woman artist of India, who brought the Indian art onto the global platform and exposes it to the modern
influenced. Inspired by the Goya the famous artist of Europe, her art work seems to reflect the western impact
with Indian subject matter. Sher Gil’s portrayal of Indian life is drastically different. She portrayal India
emaciated, impoverished masses that struggle with the everyday melancholy of life. Her paintings represent
the silent but powerful unfulfilled desires of females. In her painting sexuality and nudity disturbed the viewer
even as it grips them with honest, unabashed representation of human condition. Unsettling understanding of
female desire and sensitivity in their portraiture perhaps stems for her role in the male-dominated sphere of
art. In this period people of
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India fights for political independence, but also liberating themselves from traditional mind set and trapping.
1920s saw the development of art that grew out of a different flowering derived from a western iconography.
Raja Ravi Verma and amrita Shergil were the most important catalyst for the Indian art, who establish the
modern sensibility and aesthetics. Ravi Verma introduce canvas and oils, amrita saw body as a gesture. Just
after the independence in 1948 Indian art come across the progressive art group of Bombay. Where new
young eight artists setting up a new group. This group is inspired by the European modernism, they were not
bound to draw icon but they free to explain to anything. These artists encourage the absolute freedom with an
emphasis on the Avant grade in paintings. The founder of this group F.N Souza also paint women with a very
bold depiction, M.F Hussain also paint various roles of women in his paintings and also make movie
Gajagamini, which is based on Kalidas literature and Indian women. Jahangir Sabavallaa also depicts women
as a silent spectator of this male dominated society. Painting took a new form in this period- bold and furious
at one end, soft and calm at the other.

Changing figures of Indian contemporary art
Now in 70s and 80s Indian painting has now come of age. Presenting a confluence and influences from all
over the world, Indian painters have reach a point where they excel in their art and use it to reflect their own
realities, their own interpretation, and new contemporary language. Indian art saw the surge of enthusiasm
from women artist who were preoccupied with issue of identity and gender differentials. Feminine artist of
India broke new ground in the field; these are Arpita Singh, Anjoile Ela Menon, Nalini Malini, Maha Devi
Parekh, Anupam Sud, Arpana Caur, Gogi Saroj Pal and Rekha Rodwittiya.

Arpana caur
Arpana caur mostly depict the women in her paintings. In a number of her paintings the woman's
exaggeratedly extended hand - whether she is carrying, lifting or, embroidering - is what immediately strikes
the viewer. It symbolizes the strength and the power of the women appearing in her paintings. “The works
become agents of empowerment for the widows of Vrindavan, and the other dispossessed. But, in the process,
the artist compels one to look at her own sources differently. She takes the landscape and female figures of the
17th and 18th century Basholi Hill School, and by setting them in a seemingly boundless universe, she frees
them,” the art critic has noted. The trauma of 1984, however, gave greater depth and life to Caur’s creativity.
Her series on the riots, World Goes On, captures the terrible self-absorption and imperviousness of the civil
society to the horrors unleashed by mob violence. The series, perhaps the only one of the ’84 riots, won her
the Triennale award in 1986. Caur has blended her passionate response to the violent politica reality, with a
philosophical approach. Simplicity is her mantra: an account of what happened carries a most effective
message. The series which begins with images of tortured bodies, heaps of corpses and inconsolable widows
exhaust themselves in a stark comment: a man unaffected by the violence around him. The attitude of selfish
self-absorption becomes the recurring image in the series. “My paintings are an expression of my pain. It was
so inexplicable, so barbaric” Caur says.
Gogi Saroj Pal
In Gogi's earlier works, one finds etchings of the sad-faced brooding feminine profile, the single woman
nursing a child or a woman lying motionless, like in her series: The story and the story teller. Firstly, on
desire… As a woman, you are the object of desire; and yet of course, you too have your desires. Thus you are
both the object and the subject in the painting. There is certainly a dichotomy here, based on gender
perception. In 1989, Gogi Saroj Pal embarked on a new series of paintings, of mythic fantasies about women.
Her first image is of Kamadhenu, the legendary wish-fulfilling cow invoked to fulfillS all dreams and desires.
Kinnari, the mythical bird-woman, form part of a new vocabulary of eroticism. She uses to connect the
women with Indian mythology with new concepts.

Anjolie Ela Menon
Another famous contemporary women artist Anjolie Ela Menon also depict unhappy faces of women. It
would not an exaggeration to suggest that she has contributed to the aesthetic vocabulary to the Indian art with
her distinctive female nude- a melancholic figure whose latent sensuality is matched by a yearning that tugs at
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the viewer with an empathetic resonance. The artist’s strength is her ability. She evokes deep emotions and
association that take the subject of her painting and the viewer out of the frame. A very private domain that
the artists inhabits with her enigmatic people, animals, birds and in one phase- the lizard.

The images of ordinary objects- like the chair, the crow, the open window, the picture within the picture, the
serpent- recur so often that they achieve the status of symbol- as do the small embellishment that are now
synonymous with her signature. This enthusiasm was further supported by another young women artist like
Bharti Kher, Anita Dube, Shilpa Gupta and many others. These artists also showcase the reality of women
position in society and portray the true feeling of women’s.

Conclusion
Art is beyond imagination. It is creativity and a technique. Through the art artist reflect his thoughts, his
ideologies and can explain whatever he want. Therefore judgment of art should not be based on aesthetically
only. Because art also gives insight into the society, and its social political environment. From iconography to
subject, to subject to gesture of women in Indian paintings had defined her various roles. But today when
Indian art speak the global, universal, multinational language the artist of India depicts the realities of society
and explain exactly what they feel. M.F Husain saw women as the reserve of power and strength, Jehangir
Sabavalla portrays them as the silent spectator. Today contemporary artist too play out the power struggles
between men and women. India’s public life is constituted of mirroring of the Indian ethos in western
reflections. This is how the art of India took changes from early to contemporary and now to modern ages.
The figure of women in paintings is still remaining but now she is not only beautiful but also powerful, which
who can speak, and can explain her true emotions.
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